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An inspiring 
showcase of 
conservation 
success stories

Against a relentless tide of threats to 
our biodiversity, many Australians, and 
government and non-government agencies, 
have devoted themselves to the challenge of 
conserving and recovering plant and animal 
species that now need our help to survive. 
This dedication has been rewarded with 
some outstanding and inspiring successes.

Recovering Australian Threatened Species: 
A Book of Hope (edited by Stephen Garnett, 
Peter Latch, David Lindenmayer and 
John Woinarski and published by CSIRO 
Publishing) showcases 35 of these stories  
and identifies the common factors that  
have been most effective in recovering 
threatened species. 

The diverse case studies – dealing with 
threatened plants, invertebrates, fish, 
reptiles, birds and mammals – show that 
the conservation of threatened species is 
achievable: that it can be done and should  
be done. They collectively serve to inform, 
guide and inspire other conservation efforts. 

The Book of Hope is available to purchase 
online at: www.publish.csiro.au/book/7705

Glossy black-cockatoos on Kangaroo Island eat 
just one thing – seeds of the drooping she-oak. 
To provide enough food for their nestlings, 
breeding adults spend the entire day picking  
one cone after another until their crop is full  
with about 10,000 of the protein rich kernels.  
The food is reliable and there are no real 
competitors but the price is a desperately  
low reproductive rate. 

By 1995 it became apparent that the 
reproductive rate was even lower than  
feared. A survey found just 150 birds with  
five begging chicks. So the islanders kicked  
off one of Australia’s most successful recovery 
programs. As a starting point research was 
undertaken to identify the key threats  
causing such low reproduction. 

Brush-tail possums had proliferated in the 
absence of foxes to eat them or rabbits to 
compete for fertilised pasture. The possums 
found a cockatoo egg or chick a fine snack before 
sleep in a nest hollow. Protecting nesting trees 
with collars of corrugated iron and trimming 
connecting branches from neighbouring trees 
reduced contact with possums and doubled  
the reproductive rate. 

Historic clearing of trees had removed many 
nesting hollows, which was then compounded 
by competition with other parrots for the scarce 
remaining hollows. Nest box erection, casuarina 
planting and the removal of corellas and galahs 
competing for remaining scarce hollows helped. 
By 2017 there were nearly 400 birds and the 
population continues to grow, expanding its 
range across the island.

The program had all key elements to succeed: 
strong local leadership; community involvement 
and institutional commitment from government; 
management built on research; and the ongoing 
investment over many decades that is essential 
to recover a species that is so very specialised. 
Kangaroo Islanders love their cockatoos and there 
is every chance that extinction has been averted.

Success for Kangaroo Island’s 
glossy-black cockatoos

BESIDE: The population of the South 
Australian subspecies of glossy black-cockatoo 
(Calyptorhynchus lathami halmaturinus) has  
more than doubled in the last two decades  
in response to conservation actions.
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